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Roll Over Me
The Autumn Film

ROLL OVER ME BY THE AUTUMN FILM 
capo 3 

here are the chords i use:
Em7 022033
G/B x20033
Cadd9 x32033
Am7 x02013

i usualy leave the B string open in the 1st verse, except for Am7.
(chord placing is approximate :P)

_________________________________________________________

VERSE 1
            Em7
Sometimes I m okay
             G/B
Sometimes you give way
              Cadd9
And when I think of you
           Am7
Will it go grey or blue
          
It comes in waves

Em7 / G/B / Cadd9 / Am7
 
CHORUS
   Em7     G/B
So roll over me
           Cadd9              Am7
I ll just sink down, I ll just sink down
      Em7          G/B
To the bottom of the sea
        Cadd9             Am7
I ll just be here, I ll just be here
 
VERSE 2
        
I didn t belong
When I played you that song
And it rang off the walls
Through the steeple halls
 
CHORUS



   Em7     G/B
So roll over me
           Cadd9              Am7
I ll just sink down, I ll just sink down
      Em7          G/B
To the bottom of the sea
        Cadd9             Am7
I ll just be here, I ll just be here
 
BRIDGE
G/B            Cadd9
The cannons have fired
 G/B        Cadd9
They call my name
 G/B           Cadd9
I know that I ll lose
 G/B              Cadd9
And I ll go just the same
 G/B     Cadd9       Em7            
And I ll take all the blows
 (The cannons have fired)
 G/B          Cadd9
Cause they hit one by one
 (They call me name)
 G/B        Am7
Even if I m afraid
 (I know that I ll lose)
 G/B         Cadd9
I m not gonna run
 (And I ll go just the same)

CHORUS x2
 
   Em7     G/B
So roll over me
           Cadd9              Am7
I ll just sink down, I ll just sink down
      Em7          G/B
To the bottom of the sea
        

Cadd9 
I ll just be here

Am7
 I ll just be here
_________________________________________________________

hope it s accurate :) comments and corrections welcome :)


